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4 Sri Niranjan Kumar Thakuria
5 Sri Kishor Kumar Thakuria
6 Smti Gitanjali Thakuria                   … Claimants

− VS –
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(Driver of the above vehicle)
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(Insurer of the above vehicle) ... Opp Parties

Advocate for the claimants : Mr L M Baruah    
Advocate for the OP No. 3 : Mr J Saikia

Date of hearing argument : 04.09.12
Date of judgment : 05.10.12

J U D G M E N T

This claim case has arisen out of a petition filed by the claimant, 

Smti Parul Thakuria, along with her children, praying for compensation 

for the death of her husband, Late Jogodananda Thakuria, in a motor 

vehicle accident which occurred on 27.03.06, involving the vehicle No. 

AS-01/W-0930 which was insured with Oriental Insurance Co Ltd.

Case of the claimant no. 1, in brief is that on the fateful day her 

husband, late Jogodananda Thakuria, (the deceased) was proceeding to 

his  son-in-law’s  house  at  Medhipara,  suddenly  the  TVS  motorcycle 

bearing registration No. AS-01/W-0930, which was driven in a rash and 

negligent manner, knocked him and consequently he sustained multiple 

injuries and immediately he was taken to Mukalmuwa PHE. Mukalmuwa 
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PHE after giving first aid he was referred to GMCH and GMCH after giving 

first aid referred to GNRC for better treatment. The injured was admitted 

into  the  GNRC Hospital  on  27.03.06  and as  there  was  no  chance  of 

surviving he was discharged on 28.03.06 and then he was admitted into 

Mukalmuwa PHE and ultimately he died on 29.03.06. The claimant has 

stated that the deceased was aged about 65 years and was earning Rs 

8200/- per month.

The Opposite party no. 3, insurance co, in its written statement, 

denied all the averment of the petition and stated inter-alia that there 

was  no rash and negligent  driving  of  the  vehicle  and  the amount  of 

compensation claimed by the claimant is highly exorbitant and without 

any basis. The insurance company declined to accept the liability if there 

was violation of policy conditions and the driver did not have valid driving 

licence. 

The OPs No. 1 & 2 did not contest the case and the case proceeded 

ex-parte against them.

Upon the above pleadings, the following issues were framed for 

adjudication :-

1 Whether  victim,  Jogodananda  Thakuria,  died  as  a  result  of  the 
injuries  sustained  by  him  in  the  alleged  road  accident  dated 
27.03.06  involving  vehicle  no.  AS-01/W-0930  (Motorcycle)  and 
whether  the said accident took place due to rash and negligent 
driving of the offending vehicle ?

2 Whether the claimant is entitled to receive any compensation and if 
yes, to what extent and by whom amongst the opposite parties, 
the said compensation amount will be payable ?

The claimant no. 2 has examined himself as PW-1 and two other 

eye witnesses. Contesting opposite party has not examined any witness. 

I have heard argument of the parties, perused the materials on 

records and upon consideration of the same, the issues are decided as 

follows :-
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  ISSUE NO. 1

The claimant has averred in the petition and also stated by the 

claimant No. 2 in his evidence that on 27-03-06 while his father (the 

deceased)  was  proceeding  to  his  son-in-law’s  house  at  Medhipara, 

suddenly  the  TVS motorcycle  bearing  registration  No.  AS-01/W-0930, 

which  was  driven  in  a  rash  and  negligent  manner,  hit  him  and 

consequently  he  sustained  grievous  injury.  Immediately  after  the 

accident he was taken to Mukalmuwa PHE and after giving first aid he 

was referred to GMCH. The GMCH also after giving preliminary treatment 

and  he  was  referred  to  GNRC.  Then  he  was  admitted  at  GNRC  on 

27.03.06.  As there was no chance of recovery he was discharged on 

28.03.06 and again he was admitted at Mukalmuwa PHE and ultimately 

he died on 29.03.06. In support of the oral evidence the claimant has 

proved  the  Police  Report  being  Ex-2,  the  PM  report  Ex-14,  death 

certificate  of  the  deceased  Ex-1,  medical  documents  Ex-3  to  Ex-8, 

besides other documents. The evidence of the claimant, oral as well as 

documentary, as regards the death of the victim in the accident involving 

the  offending  vehicle  remained  unshaken.  The  claimant  has  deposed 

categorically that the accident occurred due to rash and negligent driving 

of the offending vehicle No. AS-01/W-0930. The evidence of the claimant 

is corroborated by PW-2 & PW-3 who saw the accident themselves. They 

deposed  that  while  they  were  standing  in  front  of  SDC  Office, 

Mukalmuwa,  the  deceased  was proceeding  towards  Medhipara,  in  the 

meantime  a  TVS  motorcycle  bearing  registration  no.  AS-01/W-0930 

which was driven in a high speed, knocked him from behind, as a result 

he  sustained grievous  injuries  and died on 29.03.06.  That  apart,  the 

factum  of  the  offending  vehicle  hitting  a  person  from  behind  itself 

suggests, that the vehicle was driven in a rash and negligent manner. 

Opposite parties have not adduced any rebuttal evidence. Thus, the oral 

evidence of the claimant and evidence of PW-2 & PW-3 coupled with the 

documentary evidence mentioned above establishes that the victim died 

in the motor vehicle accident solely due to rash and negligent driving of 

the offending vehicle. That the offending vehicle was insured with the 

opposite party, Oriental Insurance Co Ltd, is not in dispute. Hence this 
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issue is decided in favour of the claimant.

ISSUE NO. 2

In  view  of  the  discussion  and  decision  of  the  foregoing  issue 

claimants are certainly entitled to compensation. Claimants in the instant 

case are the wife, children of the deceased and as such the age of the 

deceased is to be considered for computing loss of dependency. Claimant 

deposed that the age of the deceased was 65 years at the time of death. 

As per Ex-14 PM report also age of the deceased was 68 years at the 

time of accident. There is no any contrary evidence regarding age of the 

deceased. In view of the age of the deceased proper multiplier in the 

instant case would be 5 (age group 65-70 years) for computing loss of 

dependency. The claimant has stated that deceased was a retired Govt. 

servant working as supervisor Kanango at Circle Officer, Mukalmuwava 

and was getting pension and he was also a doctor of Homeo Biochemic 

system of medicine and he earned about Rs 4000/- to Rs 5000/- per 

month.  But he has not  filed any documentary evidence regarding his 

income as a doctor of Homeopathy. The claimant produced photocopies 

of  some  documents  to  show  that  the  deceased  was  a  qualified 

homeopathic doctor, but on the basis of the evidence on record it cannot 

be  held  that  he  was  earning  Rs  4000  -  5000/-  per  month  through 

homeopathic practice. Admittedly the deceased was a pension holder and 

claimant in cross-examination admitted that they are now getting family 

pension. As per pension rules the family of the deceased pension holder 

gets family pension, but the amount is reduced. As per claim-petition the 

deceased was getting pension of Rs 4200/- per month. There is nothing 

in  the evidence to show the amount of  family  pension drawn by the 

family of the deceased. Since the deceased a pension holder at the time 

of death the amount of family pension is to be deducted while computing 

loss of dependency. However, the exact amount to be deducted could not 

be ascertained in this  case as no evidence has been adduced in this 

regard.  Considering  the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the  case monthly 

income  of  the  deceased  is  taken  Rs  3000/-  and  annual  dependency 

comes to Rs 36,000/-. After deduction of 1/3rd for personal expenses the 

total  loss of dependency is Rs 24000 x 5 = 1,20,000/-. The claimant 
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stated  that  during  treatment  they  had  incurred  expenditure  of  Rs 

35,000/- but the claimant has not filed any cash-memos or bills towards 

medical  expenses and as such the said amount is not entitled to the 

claimant. Claimant certainly incurred some expenses for funeral etc, and 

as such, besides loss of dependency, the claimants are entitled to some 

amount, on account of funeral expenses and also some amount of non-

pecuniary damages for loss of consortium as the wife of the deceased is 

one of the claimant. Thus, just and reasonable compensation, to which 

the claimants are entitled in the instant case is assessed as under :

Loss of dependency 24000 x 5 .. Rs 1,20,000.00
Funeral expenses ..  5,000.00

             Loss of consortium .. 5,000.00
Loss of estate .. 5,000  .00  

                           Total .. Rs  1,35,000.00
             
        Accordingly, the issue no. 2 is decided in favour of the claimant.

A W A R D

        
  Awarded Rs 1,35,000/- (Rupees one lakh thirty-five thousand) only 

inclusive of no-fault liability with interest @ 6% p.a. from the date of 

filing of the claim petition, i.e. 31.10.06 till payment. The opposite party, 

Oriental Insurance Co Ltd, is directed to pay the award within one month 

from the date of order.

Given  under  my  hand  &  seal  of  this  Court  on  this  5th  day  of 

October 2012.

(Paran Kumar Phukan)
Member

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal
sKamrup, Guwahati
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